
How to properly select your powerlifting attempts

Making proper attempt selections and warming up correctly on meet day are two 
very important things that you must have dialed in to ensure a successful day. 
I have witnessed numerous strong lifters miss lifts and basically be confused on 
what they are going to lift when they are at the meet. This is not something you 
should be figuring out on the fly. Obviously things do not ALWAYS go as planned 
so you may need to deviate from the plan but...still have a plan!! 

I am going to go over in detail how to select your weights when warming up for 
each lift and give you an attempt selection strategy that can immediately be 
applied to your training and your next competition. 

Designing the WARM UP plan on MEET DAY or max effort training 
I always recommend warming up with an empty bar. This gets it in your hands 
and gets the mind and body connected to the barbell. After that, I suggest using 
just enough weight to build up your central nervous system. Use low repetitions 
in the 3-5 range for your first few sets. Then hit single repetitions. The second to 
last warm up you do should be about 80-85% of your opening attempt and your 
final warm up is 90-92% of your opener. The last two sets are the important ones 
here. Those two are going to prepare you to hit the opening attempt nice and 
easy.

Here is an example warm up for a squat with an opening attempt of 450 lbs. I will 
discuss later how to figure out your opening (first) attempt. This method can be 
applied to all 3 of the powerlifting disciplines.



Squat: 
Barbell x 15-25
135 x 5-8
185 x 3
225 x 1-2
275 x 1
315 x 1
365 x 1
410 x 1
OPEN-450 

Designing the ATTEMPT plan for MEET DAY or max effort training 
Using a percentage formula to set up your platform attempts will strategically 
leave you the best chance to being successful in all 3. There is always room to 
play with your third attempt but to me there is no excuse to miss your first and 
second due to the weight being too heavy. 

The percentages are based off your projected third attempt (which training 
dictates where your strength is at) and look like this:

-1st attempt is = 90-92% of your projected 3rd

-2nd attempt = 95-97% of your projected 3rd

-3rd attempt = 100% of your goal. This is what you have been training for! 

When setting up your plan you must leave yourself options to use if things are 
not going or feeling so great with the numbers the percentage plan calls for. So 
what I recommend is giving yourself two second attempt options where one is 
slightly lighter than what the percentage calls for. For third attempts, set up three 
options. One being slightly less than what you used as your projected number, 
one using that number and one just above it (if by chance everything is feeling 
incredibly light).

Here is what it looks like for the same lifter who has a projected third attempt 
squat of 490 lbs. and warmed up to open with 450 lbs.:
***please notice the numbers have been converted from kilograms to pounds***



Squat: 
1st Attempt -451.9 lbs. (205.0 kg)

2nd Attempt -468.5 lbs. (212.5 kg)
                       *474 lbs. (215.0 kg)

3rd Attempt -485.01 lbs. (220 kg)
                      *490.52 lbs. (222.5 kg) *goal
                       496.04 lbs. (225 kg)

Now as far as picking the projected 3rd attempt, it can get a little tricky. If you are 
competing for placement against a competitor then you should pick the weight 
that will get you the placement. A PR is awesome but going for the win is what 
matters there. This usually only applies for third attempt deadlifts and is a 
strategy for advanced lifters who most likely have a meet day coach. 

Aside from that, I recommend basing your attempt on a small personal record 
(PR) or matching a previous PR. If your training is dialed in then you will have a 
good idea of your capabilities. Third attempts are definitely the place to test them. 
Sometimes your second attempt may end up being a personal best due to the 
length of time between your last and current meet and/or your strength and 
technique improvements. 

Putting it all together 
When you lay out the plan you work backwards. Starting with your projected third 
attempt. Then use the percentages to figure your second and first attempt 
followed by your last two warm ups. In my personal opinion if you make less than 
7 successful attempts on meet day, you need to rethink your strategy or be more 
honest with yourself about where your strength really is. Even if at the end of the 
day you make a PR. 



It has been proven time and time again that the lifters who successfully make 
most of their attempts have the best chance of not just winning but also having 
longevity in the sport. 
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